Diagnostic Services

Lakeshore Computers

Basic Desktop Diagnostics

FREE

Milwaukee PC
$39.99

Evaluation of system based on problems, description, recommendations of upgrade options, and repair
estimates. Does not include disassembly of the system for advanced diagnostics.

Advanced Desktop Diagnostics

$29.99

$39.99

Evaluation of system where the unit has to be disassembled to complete the diagnostics or service.
Examples would include motherboard replacement, screen replacement, dc jack repair, etc.

Basic Laptop Diagnostics

FREE

$39.99

Evaluation of system based on problems, description, recommendations of upgrade options, and repair
estimates. Does not include disassembly of the notebook for advanced diagnostics.

Advanced Laptop Diagnostics

$59.99

$69.99

Evaluation of system where the unit has to be disassembled to complete the diagnostics or service.
Examples would include motherboard replacement, screen replacement, dc jack repair, etc.

Desktop Hardware Services
Memory Installation

FREE

FREE*

Purchase memory from Lakeshore Computers and get it installed free of charge. Milwaukee PC will charge you if it
takes more than 5 minutes to install.

Hardware Installation

$19.99 - $39.99

$29.99 - $59.99

Installation and testing of new hardware components, such as a video card, hard drive, motherboard, psu, etc.

Laptop Hardware Services
Memory Installation

FREE

FREE*

Purchase memory from Lakeshore Computers and get it installed free of charge. Milwaukee PC will charge you if it
takes more than 5 minutes to install.

LCD Screen Replacement

$159.99 +

$179.00 +

Parts & labor to replace a LCD Panel on an average 15.6 inch notebook. Exact pricing varies based on model and
availability of parts. Typical installation for most laptops is the cost of parts + one hour labor

DC Jack Replacement

$100.00 - $150.00

$124.99 - $169.99

Parts & labor to replace a broken DC Jack on an average 15.6 inch notebook. Exact pricing varies based on model and
difficulty of installation. Typical installation is $100.00 plus parts.
All prices listed are subject to change without notice. Prices listed are only an ESTIMATED based on average service costs. Each computer is unique, and may require more/less labor than others, therefore
varying the final labor charges. Lakeshore Computers cannot guarantee data quality/integrity. It is recommended that the customer backup any important data before bringing in the system for service work.
Prices quoted for Milwaukee PC stores are based on their advertised prices online - 3/23/2013

